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Abstract. The use of multiple integral field units with FLAMES/GIRAFFE
at VLT has revolutionized investigations of distant galaxy kinematics. This
facility may recover the velocity fields of almost all emission line galaxies with
I(AB)<22.5 at z<0.8. We have gathered a unique sample of 63 velocity fields at
z=0.4 – 0.75, which are representative of Mstellar ≥ 1.5×10
10M⊙ emission line
(W0([OII]) ≥ 15A˚)galaxies, and are unaffected by cosmic variance. Taking into
account all galaxies -with or without emission lines- in that redshift range, we
find that 42± 7% of them have anomalous kinematics, including 26± 7% with
complex kinematics, i.e. not supported by either rotation or by dispersion. The
large fraction of complex velocity fields suggests a large impact of merging in
shaping the galaxies in the intermediate mass range. We discuss how this can
be accommodated within the frame of current scenarios of galaxy formation,
including for the Milky Way and M31.
1. Introduction
The cosmic star formation rate has declined by a factor ∼10 since z∼1 (Lilly et
al. 1996; Flores et al. 1999). At z=1, the cosmic star formation density is clearly
dominated by luminous infrared galaxies (LIRGs, Flores et al. 1999; Le Flo’ch et
al, 2006), which number density evolves extremely rapidly. There is an overall
agreement between the integrated star formation rate (derived from mid-IR
observations from ISO then Spitzer) and the stellar mass evolution (derived from
near-IR observations). One may focus on the evolving properties of intermediate
mass galaxies (or M∗ galaxies) with stellar masses from 3×1010 to 3×1011M⊙:
they include most (from 65 to 80%) of the present-day stellar mass. About half
of their stellar mass was formed since z=1, mostly during strong star formation
episodes during which galaxies take the appearance of luminous infrared galaxies
(LIRGs, Hammer et al. 2005).
What were the physical processes driving star-formation at these redshifts?
Internal kinematics of distant galaxies is a powerful tracer of the major pro-
cesses governing star-formation and galaxy evolution in the early universe such
as merging, accretion, and hydrodynamic feedback related to star-formation and
AGN (e.g., Barnes & Hernquist 1996; Barton et al. 2000; Dressler 2004). Thus,
robustly measuring the internal kinematics of distant galaxies is crucial for un-
derstanding how galaxies formed and evolved.
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Flores et al. (2006) have presented the first study of a small sample of 35
I(AB)<22.5 galaxies at z=0.4-0.75 using the integral-field multi-object spectro-
graph GIRAFFE on the ESO-VLT. They found a large fraction of galaxies with
anomalous velocity fields, i.e. with velocity fields discrepant from those of ro-
tationally or dispersion (pressure) supported galaxies. Interestingly they found
that the large dispersion of the Tully-Fisher at moderate z (see e.g. Conselice
et al, 2005) is mainly caused by galaxies with anomalous kinematics.
Here we present the kinematics of a representative sample of 63M∗ galaxies
at z=0.4-0.75 (section 2), we discuss their properties (section 3) and relate them
to local galaxies, including the Milky Way and M31 (section 4).
2. Velocity fields of 63 M∗ galaxies at z=0.4-0.75
2.1. A representative sample of distant galaxies
A Large Program at VLT entitled IMAGES (Intermediate MAss Galaxy Evo-
lution Sequence) is aiming to derive velocity fields from VLT/GIRAFFE for
galaxies in the Chandra Deep Field (CDFS) and combine these observations
with deep and high quality images from HST/ACS as well as with deep mid-IR
photometry from SPITZER/MIPS. It has now reached more than half its com-
pletion and recently 39 velocity fields of galaxies have been derived (Yang et al.,
2007). Combined with the previous observations of Flores et al. (2006), it leads
to a sample of 74 galaxies. Observing time with VLT/GIRAFFE was ranging
from 8 to 13 hours in order to provide high S/N in the 20 GIRAFFE-IFU pixels
for each galaxy. In most cases the [OII] emission doublet is well resolved at a
resolution of 9000×(1+z). It provides us with 68 robust velocity fields for which
there are 6 to 18 GIRAFFE pixels with high S/N. The remaining 6 galaxies have
been rejected from the sample because their velocity fields include less than 4
pixels with S/N>4 (see e.g. Flores et al. and Yang et al. for a discussion).
Figure 1 shows the distribution of the absolute luminosity (MJ(AB)) of the
combined sample. Because in IMAGES we have deliberately selected MJ(AB)<
−20.3 galaxies, we assume a similar limit for the combined sample. It let us with
a sample of 63 galaxies which is well representative of the luminosity function at
z=0.4-0.75. Notice that within this redshift range, GIRAFFE is able to recover
the velocity field of almost all galaxies with W0([Oii]) ≥ 15A˚. Notice also that
the combined sample includes galaxies from 4 independent fields of view (see
Yang et al., 2007) and is unlikely affected by cosmic variance effects. In the
following we will only discussed the properties of the representative sample of
63 galaxies with MJ(AB)< −20.3.
2.2. Properties of velocity fields of distant galaxies
Flores et al. (2006) have generated a classification scheme for the distant galaxy
kinematics. Indeed, at large distances the spatial resolution is not sufficient to
resolve the central regions of the galaxies. It implies that the observed velocity
dispersion (σ) of a rotational body is the convolution of the actual random
motions with the rotation. For a rotationally supported galaxy, it unavoidably
leads to a well defined peak in the centre (see Figure 2). Classification of velocity
fields and description of their diagnostic may be found in Yang et al. (2007, see
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Figure 1. Number counts of selected galaxies versus AB absolute magnitude
in J-band. The GTO sample refers to Flores et al. (2006), the IMAGES
sample to Yang et al. (2007). The vertical dotted line indicates the limit of
the IMAGES program. Two luminosity functions derived from Pozzetti et
al. (2003) are shown (full line: z=0.5; dashed line: z = 1). Our sample of
galaxies have redshifts ranging from z = 0.4 to z = 0.75. It results that the
combined sample of 63 galaxies with MJ(AB) ≤ −20.3 is representative of
galaxies with stellar masses larger than 1.5× 1010M⊙ at z ∼ 0.6.
also Yang et al. in this volume). The classification robustness is provided by
the large S/N associated to GIRAFFE observations and by the fact that large
scale motions are well resolved at z=0.4-0.75, as evidenced by tests on redshifted
velocity fields of various kinds of local galaxies.
Among the 63 velocity fields of the representative sample, Yang et al. find
20 rotating disks (32%), 16 rotating disks with perturbations (25%) and 27
galaxies with complex kinematics (43%, see Figure 2). Within their classifica-
tion, perturbed rotations correspond to a discrepant σ peak from expectations
for a pure rotation. The large number of galaxies with complex kinematics is
even more puzzling. Indeed, the complex kinematics class corresponds to objects
for which the large scale motions are not aligned to the optical major axis, and
show σ map very discrepant from expectations for a rotation (see Figure 2).
3. Nature of velocity fields of distant galaxies
We have gathered the largest existing sample of velocity fields for distant galax-
ies. Quite unexpectedly, only a small fraction of z=0.4-0.75 galaxies are rotating
disks. Let us now consider a representative sample of intermediate mass galax-
ies at z∼0.6. At z=0.6, Hammer et al. (1997) found that 60% of galaxies have
W0([OII]) ≥ 15A˚. Let us assume that quiescent (W0([OII]) < 15A˚) galaxy
kinematics are either rotationally or dispersion supported, thus minimising the
fraction of galaxies with anomalous kinematics. Then our results imply that
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Figure 2. Four examples of kinematics of z=0.4-0.75 galaxies; Each row cor-
responds to one galaxy, from left to right: HST ACS F755W/F814W image,
observed velocity field and σ-map. The two top rows show regular rotating
disks with a dynamical axis oriented along the main optical axis and a σ-map
with a peak dominated by large scale rotational motions (see text); the three
bottom rows show galaxies with anomalous kinematics, one with just a shift
of the peak in the σ-map, e.g. a perturbed rotation that may be caused by
the impact of a minor merger, the two other with dynamical axis misaligned
relatively to the main optical axis (the colour version of this figure is available
at www.aspbooks.org).
42± 7% of z=0.4-0.75 galaxies have anomalous kinematics, including 26± 7%
possessing complex kinematics. In the local Universe, such a fraction for in-
termediate mass galaxies has never been thoroughly estimated. Because up to
97% of intermediate mass galaxies are either E, S0 or spirals (see Hammer et
al., 2005), it is likely that the fraction of anomalous kinematics is close to few
percents today.
There is a very rapid evolution of galaxy kinematics and it is unlikely that
it may be caused by artificial or instrumental reasons. Indeed, the observed
evolution of the Tully-Fisher relation provides us with a strong and indepen-
dent confirmation. By observing galaxies with slit spectroscopy, Conselice et
al. (2005) found a very scattered Tully-Fisher relation at moderate redshift, as
such that one can wonder whether there is still a correlation between rotational
velocity and stellar mass. Flores et al. (2006) and Puech et al. (2007) have
convincingly shown that galaxies with non-relaxed kinematics are responsible
for the large dispersions of both the Tully-Fisher and the jdisk–Vmax relation-
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Figure 3. Disk scale length versus maximal rotational velocity, for the sam-
ple of 32 distant galaxies of Flores et al. (2006). Blue dots represent galaxies
classified as rotating disks, green squares those classified as perturbed rota-
tors, and red triangles galaxies with complex kinematics. The small black dots
represent the local sample of Courteau (1997) and Mathewson et al. (1992).
The median 1σ uncertainties are indicated in the upper-left corner, for both
distant rotating disks (blue dots), and local disks (black dots). Black pen-
tagons represent simulated GIRAFFE observations using a hydrodynamical
simulation of a major merger of two Sbc galaxies. The beginning and the end
of the sequence, as well as the merger itself, are indicated by solid symbols.
ships. So it is beyond doubt that kinematics is among the most rapidly evolving
properties of galaxies.
Which physical process may explain such a dramatic evolution ? Puech
et al. (2007) have convincingly shown that merging may be responsible of the
anomalous kinematics as well as of the increase of the scatter of both the Tully-
Fisher and the jdisk–Vmax relationships (see also Figure 3). They have interpreted
such a scatter as being due to a random walk process of galaxies, precisely
consistent with encountering between galaxies during the hierarchical scenario
of galaxy formation. Indeed, during a merger, and especially a major merger,
galaxies pass through various stages during which the disk may be destroyed,
generating significant discrepancies to the general behaviour of isolated rotating
disks. A scenario in which merging is the dominant physical process explains
many evolutionary features since z=1, including the number density evolution
of LIRGs and the emergence of galaxies with complex morphologies and with
blue cores at z> 0.4 (see e.g. Hammer et al., 2005).
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4. Relation to local galaxies and to disk formation
Whether the evolution of galaxy kinematics is associated to (major) mergers
is still a pending question. If true, it means that many present-day galactic
disks have been rebuilt at a relatively recent epoch. Taking into account the
number fraction of both approaching mergers (those in pairs) and galaxies with
complex VFs, Hammer et al. (2005, 2007) have concluded that from 50 to 70% of
galaxies may have experienced a major merger and then a disk rebuilding phase
since z=1. Below we discuss first how this can be consistent with properties of
local galaxies, and then whether other alternatives may explain the evolution of
galaxy kinematics.
Today, intermediate mass galaxies are mostly spiral galaxies (70% of them,
e.g. Hammer et al., 2005), which are dominated by rotating thin disks. It is
beyond doubt that the Milky Way has not experienced any major interaction
since the last 10-11 Gyrs (z=3). Is this true for other spiral galaxies or, in
other words, how the Milky Way is representative of local spirals ? Hammer et
al. (2007) have compared the global properties of the Milky Way to those of
local spirals with similar rotational velocities, or Vflat which may be taken as a
proxy for the total mass. They show that the Milky Way is quite discrepant (see
Figure 4), showing a disk radius and a stellar content (or mass) about half that
of comparable disk galaxies. Only 7% of disk galaxies have properties similar to
the Milky Way, while M31 is quite representative.
Moreover, the distant regions outside of the disk of our Galaxy are also
quite exceptional: compared to those of other galaxies, the stars inhabiting
the outskirts of the Milky Way are exceptionally metal poor. The galactic
outskirt properties may be affected particularly by past encounters with other
galaxies. For example, when two galaxies merge, tidal debris and newly formed
stars produced during the collision pollute their outskirts. Within this context,
outskirts of most spiral galaxies -including M31- show a significant fraction of
metal rich stars, evidencing that they have experienced more mergers in their
past than did the Milky Way. All these pieces of evidence, taken together,
support the hypothesis that the Milky Way is an exceptionally quiet galaxy.
Conversely to the Milky Way, M31 shows evidences for merging in a recent
past (e.g. Ibata et al., 2004). Galaxy mergers generate additional material in
galactic outskirts, including newly formed stars, which then enhance the stellar
content and radius. This simply explains the peculiarities of the Milky Way,
emphasising that local spirals had a relatively active merger history in the recent
past. It is indeed relevant to wonder whether merging may have shaped galaxies
-including spirals- as we observe them today.
Although the merger alternative may explain many observations in the z=
0.4−1 redshift range (e.g., Hammer et al. 2005), could a less dramatic mechanism
be at the origin of the peculiar kinematics found at z=0.4-0.75? In fact, our
observations take into account only the large scale motions of the ionized gas
and not those of the stellar component. While beyond the reach of present-day
telescopes, observations of the latter are certainly crucial, although we still need
to explain why the gas is so turbulent, while more abundant than it is today.
Another possibility may be to advocate for internal processes such as bars that
may perturb the gaseous velocity fields. Presence of bars in the central region
may create additional dispersion although our spatial resolution is probably
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Figure 4. Stellar mass (in units of billions solar masses) and disk radius (in
units of kilo-parsecs) distributions of spiral galaxies with rotational velocities
similar to that of the Milky Way. Blue (red) arrows show the values for the
Milky Way (and M31), indicating that its stellar content and disk radius are
half the average values for external galaxies. To derive these quantities for the
Milky Way, one needs to reconstruct or model the light distribution because
we live within its disk, and extinction by dust may easily hide significant parts
of it. Significant progress has been made recently (see Hammer et al., 2007),
especially using infrared wavelengths to make such measurements, which are
much less affected by dust extinction.
too poor to kinematically characterize bars. Moreover, the absence of number
evolution of barred galaxies (e.g., Zheng et al. 2005 and references therein) does
not support that bars could explain the strong evolution of galaxy kinematics.
5. Conclusion
We do find a strong evolution of the galaxy kinematics since z=0.6, with a
significant fraction of galaxies with complex velocity fields. Processes related to
merging easily reproduce the observed properties of distant galaxies. Properties
of their descendants -the local spiral galaxies- suggest that they have experienced
more numerous and recent mergers than the Milky Way.
However, it has to be demonstrated in details how present-dayM∗ galaxies,
mostly spirals galaxies, can be the end up product of relatively recent mergers.
In fact, galaxy simulations predict that in most cases, major merger end prod-
ucts are dispersion supported galaxies, i.e. elliptical galaxies. Thus the question
of the angular momentum transfer is a key issue. There are indeed considerable
uncertainties in the treatment of the baryonic matter in numerical simulations,
which is illustrated by the so-called angular momentum problem (Steinmetz
and Navarro, 1999), and by the fact that no model has been able to simultane-
ously match the luminosity function and Tully-Fisher zero point using standard
ΛCDM parameters as pointed out by Dutton et al (2006). To reconcile these dis-
crepancies, Dutton et al. need to assume an expanding halo caused by a transfer
of the angular momentum from a non-spherical and clumpy gas accretion when
forming a primordial disk. This clearly leads to the question of forming disk
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by gaseous mergers as illustrated by Robertson et al. (2006) and by Governato
et al. (2007). The question of the required fraction of gas to form a new disk
after a merger is still pending. It certainly needs some improvements in the
treatment of the angular momentum transfer between baryonic and dark matter
(see Kaufmann et al., 2007).
Observations presented here tell us that major mergers could have played
an important role in shaping galaxies as we observe them today. Indeed many
estimates of the merger rate found that a typical intermediate mass galaxy
should have experienced 0.5 to 0.75 major merger since z= 1 (see Rawat et
al, 2007; Kartaltepe et al, 2007 and references therein), and more than 1 since
z=2-3. This illustrates further that the Milky Way has had an exceptionally
quiet merger history (Hammer et al, 2007). It is unlikely that present-day M∗
galaxies -mostly spiral galaxies- have all escaped a major merging since z=2-3.
Alternatively, one may wonder whether the procedure used to simulate galaxy
merger remnants is the correct one.
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